


















Delmatic lighting controls for apartments and hotels

save energy, enhance sustainability, increase comfort,

simplify installation, and make advanced, open-protocol

controls intuitive and accessible to all.

Smart controls empower occupants with scene-setting

of lighting, blinds and other services while Delmatic s

single bus solutions minimise cabling.

Networked scene-setting integrates with room booking

and housekeeping services to optimise the guest

experience while remote management and monitoring

provides real-time visibility to hotel operators.

Aesthetic scene-setting combines with powerful

management and monitoring of normal and emergency

lighting to maximise operational performance.

Apartments and Smart Homes

Guest Room Management

Public areas
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lighting management for

apartments
and hotels



over 50 years of

andexperience expertise

The first hotel to be equipped with Delmatic s

pioneering Linked Lighting system was the

Europa Hotel in Grosvenor Square now the

London Marriott in the early 1960s.

The press reviewed the hotel s spaciousness

and comfort with every up-to-date convenience

including one-switch electronic lighting.

Delmatic's Linked Lighting for residential projects

was launched at the British Lighting Council s

Home Lighting 1966 exhibition.

The News Release stated Delmatic Linked

Lighting is a patented British invention which

gives a flexibility in lighting not possible hitherto.

Delmatic pioneered the concept of electronic

control of lighting in 1959.

All those years ago we saw the potential of

using electronics to control lighting

efficiently and flexibly.

From this initial idea, the concept of lighting

controls was born, while the innovative

products we pioneered in those early days

have developed into the global lighting

management industry of today.
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apartments

Delmatic Apartment Systems use innovative DALI technology

to provide intelligent and efficient control of lighting and

connected services across a shared network.

IP-based systems range from entry-level solutions to the

most advanced smart networks and are fully upgradeable,

enabling curtain and blind control, graphical multi-scene

operation via touchpanels, touchpads, phones and tablets,

as well as integration of HVAC, audio and security.

Smart sensors optimise efficiency based upon occupancy,

daylight and temperature, and trigger set-backs for lighting,

power and HVAC during overnight and vacation periods.



Delmatic apartment lighting control systems provide intelligent and

convenient control of lighting enabling occupants to control lighting levels,

scenes and moods.

• fully intelligent and addressable

• out-of-the-box scenes, moods and functions

• occupant-configurable scenes and scenarios

• local scene setting within each room coupled with master control

• range of system levels and upgrade paths

• initial or future occupant control of blinds

• option for energy efficient presence detection and set-backs

• ability to upgrade to form part of smart home system

• graphical multi-scene control via touchpanels and touchpads

• wifi control via phone or tablet

• integration with other home services such as HVAC and audio

• compact modular hardware with open-protocol and wireless technology

apartments
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hotels

Delmatic hotel systems efficiently manage and monitor lighting throughout

an hotel complex, meeting the varying requirements within guest rooms,

front-of-house public areas - restaurants, business centres, health spas and

function suites - and back-of house support areas.

guest rooms

public areas

Within , advanced scene-setting enhances ambience, comfort and

convenience for guests while ensuring optimum efficiency for hotel operators.

In the creation of lighting moods coupled with versatility and ease

of control is of prime importance, while in back-of-house areas effective

operation with maximum energy efficiency is required.

Delmatic hotel systems incorporate advanced management and monitoring of

normal lighting as well as emergency and escape lighting. Integration with fire-

alarm networks enhances safety by encouraging evacuation in the event of fire

and, through addressable signage, providing incident-related wayfinding.



hotel guest rooms



Delmatic guest room controls combine

powerful, intuitive scene-setting for guests

with efficient, reliable management and

monitoring for hotel operators.

Systems optimise comfort and efficiency

through control and monitoring of lighting,

blinds, HVAC and power, as well as

integration with other room services.

Information shared with front-office room-

booking systems relates lighting scenes and

services to lettings - even recalling preferred

settings for regular guests.

Integration with guest entertainment,

housekeeping and maintenance functions

ensure convenience and comfort for guests

coupled with powerful monitoring and

management for hoteliers

• fully configurable lighting scenes and scenarios

• smart control of lighting, blinds, temperature and fan speed

• DND and MUR functions integrated with doorbell, phones and housekeeping services

• energy efficient presence detection and energy-saving scenarios

• multi-scene and multi-service control via touchpanels and touchpads

• wifi control via phone or tablet

• integration with front office and hotel room booking systems

• preferred scenes for regular and loyal guests

• comprehensive management and monitoring for hotel operator

• DALI technology and single-bus solution drastically reduces cabling and installation

• compact modular hardware with open-protocol and wireless technology

touch scene-set panel typical corridor panel

for bell, MUR and DND



Delmatic’s scene-set panels combine light

scenes with integrated control of blinds and

biodynamic (white tuning) control.

Brought to life with the waft of your hand, the

sculpted touch-sensitive fascia comprises a

three-by-three array forming nine touch points.

These provide software-configurable control of

six lighting scenes as well as global raise and

lower functions while the unique “flip” button

swaps lighting control to blind control to

biodynamic control as well as further options,

should the user so desire.

The biodynamic scenes, ranging from warm-

white to cool-white, together with the ability to

transition across the complete colour

temperature spectrum empower users with

control of both lighting level and colour.

RGB LEDs change colour dependent upon the

selected function while the fully customisable

device enables the colour of the status LEDs to

be set to match corporate/hotel branding or to

suit the personal preference of each individual

within their own residence.

control

at the wave

of your hand
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•

• fully configurable lighting scenes and scenarios

• control of scenes within one space or master control of multiple areas

• scenes can be configured and adjusted from the panel

• nine programmable capacitive touch points

• six scenes with active status monitoring

• master raise / lower function

• status LED colour fully configurable

• unique “flip” button changes panel function

• lighting

• blinds

• light and shade

• biodynamic scenarios

• RGB and RGBW

• energy efficient presence detection and energy-saving scenarios

proximity detection instantly activates panel

Biodynamic control LED colours are fully adjustable
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Delmatic s latest touch devices enable control of

lighting and other services via touch or gesture,

dimming lighting up and down, raising and lowering

blinds and adjusting temperature settings with a

wave of the hand.

Residents and guests are empowered with total

control and can adjust lighting to save energy,

enhance comfort or tailor illumination to suit specific

tasks, moods or functions.

Systems offer intuitive, individual control from every

type of control device - scene-set panels,

Touchpanels, TouchPads, mobile devices & apps.

gesture

control

Tablets and smart devicesTouchpanel

TouchPad



biodynamic control

Biodynamic control subtly adjusts light intensity and colour to

replicate the dynamic variation of daylight.

As the earth rotates around the sun, light levels and

colour change from cool blue daylight to a warmer

light as dusk falls.

These changes in the quality and quantity of light

stimulate circadian rhythms and regulate hormones

linked to alertness and relaxation.

Delmatic Biodynamic controls adjust light

intensity and colour based upon time-of-day,

use of area or personal preference.

Within apartments and amenity areas, a cool

white light energises us in the morning while

warm light relaxes us in the evening.

Within artificially-lit areas, biodynamic routines

mimic the variations and rhythms of natural light.
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public areas

Within residential and hotel public areas, Delmatic systems provide powerful,

aesthetic scene-setting while networked management and monitoring ensures

reliable, safe and energy-efficient operation of normal and emergency lighting.

Systems include advanced scene setting controls enabling lighting moods and

themes to be initiated manually or automatically based upon time of day, daylight

or other external event.

Scene set switches, touchpanels and mobile apps enable concierge and resident

control and adjustment of lighting scenes and scenarios including selection of

individual favourites and preferences.

Comprehensive testing and monitoring of emergency lighting throughout public

front-of-house areas as well as back-of-house spaces, simplifies the process of

emergency light testing for landlords and FM teams, while integration with fire

systems enhances evacuation from the building.



• aesthetic scene setting in public and amenity areas

• fully intelligent and addressable

• energy optimisation through presence/absence detection and daylight linking

• enhanced sustainability and efficiency

• lamp hours-run monitoring (for predicative relamping)

• lamp-failure monitoring in real time (avoiding unsightly lights out)

• global testing and monitoring of emergency lighting

• graphical management and monitoring

• real-time interaction for FM teams

• open-protocol solution for sharing intelligence and data

private screening roomresidents’ lobby

gym, spa and pool

lobby and reception



everything andmanaged monitored

Animated graphics uniquely identify and track each luminaire and device

while 24/7 monitoring and analysis of data from the network of sensors

and devices generates dynamic views of lighting and system operation.

Comprehensive analysis of intelligence provides unique insights and

empowers smart decisions for managing lighting and connected services.

Interactive cloud and web interfaces provide powerful tools for

monitoring and managing lighting throughout public front-of-house

and back-of-house areas.
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everything andmanaged monitored

real time monitoring for optimised operation

�

�

�

�

real-time lamp failure detection

optimised luminaire relamping schedules

lamp run-hours and energy monitoring

dynamic feedback from network hardware

round the clock emergency monitoring

logging of test results with auto backup

fully configurable emergency test cycles

asynchronous testing ensures safety

integrated emergency monitoring

�

�

�

�

energy-efficient presence and absence detection

daylight-linking and maintained illuminance

heat mapping for control optimisation

configurable presence and photocell thresholds

a host of sustainable features

�

�

�

�

unlimited scenes and scenarios

scenes activated by user, time of day, daylight ...

multi-service scenes combine lights, blinds, HVAC ...

fully configurable and adjustable via smart devices

scene-setting for visual effect and comfort

�

�

�

�

open protocol system shares knowledge

shared knowledge optimises building efficiency

open communication with other services

seamless integration of HVAC, blinds, etc

connected services share information

�

�

�

�

bluetooth wayfinding

asset tracking

non-intrusive space and asset monitoring

wireless sensing and detection

location services

�

�

�

�
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DALI broadcast channel

emergency
supply
from
central
battery

DALI buswire

230V
switched
fitting

E E E

normal
lighting
supply
from DB

E E E

emergency light andtesting monitoring

Delmatic hotel and residential systems provide round the clock

monitoring of emergency lighting.

Delmatic hotel and residential systems provide

comprehensive testing and monitoring of emergency

lighting throughout public front-of-house areas as

well as back-of-house spaces, simplifying the

process of emergency light testing for clients.

Systems manage both normal and emergency

lighting and share network hardware and

infrastructure to eliminate the need for a dedicated

emergency monitoring system.

The advanced systems test and monitor both

self-contained battery fittings as well as fittings

fed from central batteries, and combine the

complete testing, monitoring and reporting

process into one comprehensive package.

Automatic duration testing is scheduled in

accordance with international standards while

asynchronous routines avoid all lighting in an

area being tested at the same time. Active

graphics monitor, log and display the feedback

status of every emergency light in real time,

highlight and record lamp, ballast and battery

faults and generate detailed online or cloud-

based logs of tests and performance for

maintenance, analysis and statutory purposes.

Dali

Buswire

Module

delmatic

dali broadcast

Dali
Broadcast
Module

Self-contained emergency battery packs and emergency packs fed from central batteries

connect directly to the DALI pair from the DALI Plug-in, DALI Buswire and DALI Broadcast

modules to achieve comprehensive, site-wide monitoring of every emergency fitting.

Monitoring and management tools

Lon / BACnet network
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technology application

Delmatic’s latest systems deliver advanced digital controls to high-end

residential and hotel projects.

As light sources evolve and expectations change, DALI digital control is

increasingly being applied to domestic and hospitality applications. Delmatic

systems offer a complete range of technology including digital DALI,

analogue 1-10V, PWM and addressable switching as well as colour-changing

DMX, DALI RGB, DALI RGBW and DALI 8.

Delmatic have equipped some of the world’s largest and most sophisticated

building projects, and miniaturisation of the advanced digital hardware applied

in these projects has enabled Delmatic to offer the most advanced controls for

residential and hotel applications.

DALI is a single technology, yet there are multiple ways of applying DALI across

the various areas of a project.

Within apartments and guest room controls a DALI Buswire or DALI Broadcast

approach is used as the foundation for control with other switching and

dimming approaches and devices incorporated to meet the individual

requirements of the client and project.
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technology application - DALI Buswire

5A sockets

blinds

pod

DALI LEDs

scene-set panel

touchpanel

LED stripDALI buswire

Apartment Controller - Buswire

Typical DALI Buswire approach for apartment and guest room application.

DALI LEDs and Delmatic DALI devices connect to a common DALI buswire: the typical apartment module

provides controlled outputs for sockets and blinds while the typical guest room module includes DND,

MUR and HVAC functions as well as connecting to the hotel backbone or IT network.

Guest Room Controller - Buswire

DALI LEDs

scene-set panel

touchpanel

LED strip

5A sockets

blinds/
curtains

HVAC speed

DND

MUR

DALI buswire

DND/MUR
panel

to hotel backbone or IT network
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technology application - DALI Broadcast

Guest Room Controller - Broadcast

DALI LEDs

scene-set panel

touchpanel

LED strip

5A sockets

HVAC speed

DND

MUR

blinds/
curtains

DALI
broadcast
channels

DND/MUR
panel

to hotel backbone or IT network

pod

DALI LEDs

scene-set panel

touchpanel

LED strip

5A sockets

blinds

DALI
broadcast
channels

Apartment Controller - Broadcast

Typical DALI Broadcast approach for apartment and guest room application.

DALI LEDs and Delmatic DALI devices connect to DALI Broadcast channels: the typical apartment module

provides controlled outputs for sockets and blinds while the typical guest room controller includes DND,

MUR and HVAC functions as well as connecting to the hotel backbone or IT network.
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